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ABSTRACT
Several definitions of the conce~t of "creativity"
are examined in the introductory remarks of this article concerning
foreign language instruction. Selected examples of innovational
approaches to "creative" foreign language teaching are presented and
underscore the belief that creative instruction resides in the
ability of the in~tructor to produce or bring about an atmosphere
where students h~~e unlimited opportunity to create "real" language • .
The article concludes with a plea to teachers to personalize their
instruction and thereby move toward a more creative and meaningful
learning situation. (RL)
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Not long· after I was asked to deliver this address on the topic of
creativity, I attempted to outline the major points of my presentation.
initially decided that a proper approach would be to go back a few years
in my teaching career, 1 ist the many creative thir,,gs I had done in the
.

'

classroom and relate a few of them to you.

And so

begAn to think, and

I thought and thought and thought some more, until finally.l realized
that either. I was not creative or was somewhat puzz.led by the word "ere
ativity . 11

Being human and at the same time somewhat vain

dismissed the

first hypothesis and concluded that I needed to clarify the meaning of the
term

c rea t i vi ty .
'·webster's New World Dictionary informs us that "to create" means
~

first of all

11

to originate" or "to cause to come into being~••

definition means "to produce" or "bring about . 11

Its second

At the 1971 Central

States Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, Lorraine Strasheim
said that "in truth, creativity can only be described ex post facto-- after
the fact-- and only the FIRST one is:a ~reative act; all the replicas and
imitations which follow that first uct are merely reasonable facsimiles.••

"
ll)

j

Strasheim, went on tp admonish us to be much ~ore discriminating in pur
definition of "creative teaching."

She said:

"The truly creative teacher is one in a thousand -- if
not a.million. The capable and innovative teacher, however,
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strasheim, Lorraine, "Creativity Lies Trippingly on the Tongue,"
Modern Lanqua_g_e .Journal, Vol. LV, No.6 (Oct. 1971), p. 343.
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is any flexible person willing to try that which he has not
done before • . • 112
At that same conference, Emma Birkmaier looked at creativity from a
much larger perspective.

She maintained that everyone possesses to some

degree the abilities involved in being creative.

She enumerated the

characteristics of creativity as follows:
11
Adventurous thinking or imaginativeness, an insatiable
curiosity, getting away from the main track, being open to
experience, permitting one thing to lead to another, discover
ing, innovating, inventing-- these are the components of the
creative process.•.3

If we are honest with each other and with ourselves, we will agree
with Strasheim that only very few among us are creative in the real sense
of the word.

On the other hand, we will also agree with Birkmaier because

down deep we do not view creativity as a first act but rather in 1 ight of
the characteristics enumerated above.
as

1

'being

different~

11

In essence, we see

11

being creative 11

having the courage to attempt innovative ideas in

the class room.
In the end · it matters 1 ittle the degree to which the teacher is
creative.

The important fact is whether or not the students have the

ability to create utterances which express their needs and desires.

A

teacher may creatively lead drills for a major portion of a class period.
That creativity, huwever, will only bear fruit when the students are able
to use the material

in real or vicariously meaningful situations.

There

in I ies the real creation, and it is that ability to provide students
with opportunities to create real utterances which most often distinguishes

2

Ibid . , p . 3 43 .

3Birkmaier, Erm1a, The Meaning of Creativity in Foreign Language
TetJching, Modern Language Journal, Vol. LV, No.6, (Oct. 1971) - p. 345.
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the good teacher from the mediocre one.

Therefore, for our purposes

today, let us abide by Webster's second definition and consider creativity
as the ability to produce or bring about an atmosphere where students
have countless opportunities to create real

lan~uage.

The first step in establishing this abnosphere is to make students
feel from the very first encounter that the target language is indeed a
-__../

communicative device and not merely something which exist's in a textbook.
Teachers should give all simple commands in the target language and stu··
dents should be required to ask most information

1anguage.

There is no reason for students to say

in French?" or 'l.-1hat does

1

~

1

mean?'_'

questio~
11

in the foreign

how do you say 'bread
.

1

From the very beginning,, the.y

should be fami 1 iar with the express ions "que veut dire" and ''comment d it-on . 11
This advice may sound simplistic and elementary to a

gr~up

of experi

enced foreign . language teachers, but I would venture to sc.y that the
number of times we have uttered such English express ions as
"are you listening,

11

11

be quiet,

11

"sit c'own," "pay attention" in cur foreign language

classes might indeed be r.:Jveal ing.

It is during these moments of real

communication that we should make the greatest effort to use the foreign
language.

Otherwise it continues to exist on·ly within the confines of the

text.
The second important point to consider in establishing an atmosphere
which will foster

cre~tive

language from students is when, how and how

often the teacher corrects stude.nt mistakes.

Real coiTTllunication should

not be interrupted by teacher interference.

Teachers have enough oppor

tunities to correct grammar and pronunciation without interrupting those
few special moments of real language.

This task also includes not always

demanding that our students answer in complete sentences.

\)
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conversation includes numerous instances of totall~ meaningful but
structurally incomplete sentences.
During a recent guest lecture at Indiana Univers.ity, Gerhart Nickel,
German linguist and co-editor of the International Review of Applied
Linguistics, proposed that w~ might even tonsid~r ~impl ified and tele
graphic language as a first step in language teaching.

Most important,

he was convinced that we should permit students to make mistakes.
The third factor which plays an important role in setting an atmo
sphere for real communication is the presence or absence of emotion dis
_play~

by both teachers and students when using the foreign language.

When participating in a dialog, a conversation stimulus drill, an oral
reading, teachers should demand ·of themselves and their students all the
emotional overtones usually'accompanying the utterances.

Imagine yourself

having diffi~ulty reaching a certain party via the telephone.
dialed twice and gotten a wrong number.

You dial a third time and upon

learning that you still do not have the desired party you say:
Wrong number?

You have

\•/hat?

11

Not again!''. Can you conceive of that utterance without its

emotional overtones?

In essence the use of emotion when speaking the

foreign language is but one more indication to our stucients that the lan
guage is something real and alive, SOii1ething more than what is in the text
book.
Probably the greatest deterrent to creativity in the foreign language
classroom is the attachment which 'teachers have to textbooks.

Somehow we

have the feeling and convey the same feeling to our students that whatever
Js.not included in the text bears little importance.

GrantE::d there are

now texts on the market which include built-in variety and opportunlties
for creative student response.
0
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Nevertheless, it is this author 1 s opinion
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that va:--iety and creativity in the ciassroom can best be achieved by
planned-periodic excursions away from the text.

Too often the non

1

routin~

activities take place only if there is enough time, and this is

true even.when these activities are included in the text ·itself.
Probably the best example of the
~yndrone

Is

th~

singing of songs.

can't-get-away-from-the-text 11

11

Songs are most often sung on the

day before a vacation, on Friday afternoon, or whenever we find our
selves with five extra minutes.

Only when the singing of

s~:mgs

and

other non-textbook activities are looked uponas genuine learn.ing
activities having a vital role in the classrrom wi 11 it be possible to
establish an atmosphere. in which meaningful communication can occur.
I would 1ike to take a few minutes to 1et us 1 i sten to ·two French
songs which at the same time can establish a relaxed atmosphere, serve
as a motivating force and most important be used as a teaching and learn
ing

device~

The first song. is from the French version of the Broadway

p 1ay ''Ha i r 11 and i s en t i t 1eel

1

'C 1 est 1a Vi e . ''

The song has rhythm,

rnay be familiar to'many students and is an excellent source to teach or
reinforce the vocabulary dealing with

part~

of the body.

applied as well to German and Spanish classes since

11

The song can be

Hair 11 hasbeen trans

]·a ted in those 1a nguages.
The second song is entitled

11

Je Partiral 11 by Gilbert Becaud.

It has

a lovely melody and happens to contain numerous instances of the future
·tense.

It could easily serve as a relaxing interlude while at the same

time provide a kind of subliminal dril 1 on

th~

future tense.

The impor

tant fact to realize is thaf· both these songs should be used as planned
activitie~ to reinforce real

in any textbook.

0
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language even though they may not be found
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Drills no doubt were not meant to be instances of real

langu&~e

practice, but at times a certain amount of Ingenuity can turn a drill
into a meaningful and enjoyable exercise.

I once observed a teacher

transform a pattern drill on indirect discourse into a short play which
was eventually presented to parents and fellow students.

On one side of

the class there was a prosecutor, an accused man and a judge; on the other
there wat;, a n·arrator.
said.

T:1e latter would echo whatever the other three had

When presented on stage, this echo turned out to be quite farcical

be~ides

providing information reinforcement to people in the audience.

Many drills, especially the verb-conjugation type, can be person
al ized and set in a real language atmosphere by using the verb to be
drilled to ask meaningful questions of the students.

For example, let us

assume that we want to d r i 11 the verb "to go" in the past tense.

We

might proceed as follows:
Teacher:
Peter:
Teacher:
Peter:
Teacher:
Mary:
Teacher:
Mary:
Teacher:
Mary:

went to the movies last night and saw Man From
La Manch:.~. Peter, have you gone to the movies lately?
Yes, I went Sunday afternoon.
Did you go by yourself?
No, I went with Jane.
What about you, Mary, did you go to the movies last night?
No.
Mary, did Rick go to the movies yesterday?
I don 1 t know.
Why don 1 t you ask him?
Rick, did you go to the movies last night? et~.

Another suggestion which might lead to creative language on the part
of students is the use of role playing in the classroom.

The two following

items were developed by Miss Terri Gamba of Purdue University for use in
German conversation and composition classes.

The first item consists of

a picture-map shc:w1ing the path of a young boy returning home from school
and the following narrative usually presented
in German:
..•_.!
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Little Karl is a good boy, but, as it is with most
good boys, he has a good and a bad side. The good side
of Karl is that he goes to sr~hool every day honestly and
loyally, that he does his homework, and that he helps
his mother and follows her instructions. Little Karl is
occupied with these various duties from morning to night.
On the bad side there is just one thing: little Karl
is a dreamer. However, he is so busy that he has 1 ittle
chance to dream. For this reason the trip home from
school is Karl's favorite time of the day. During this
time he is his own man and he can dream what and as he
wishes. If 1 ittle Karl comes home an hour late, his
mother is naturally very angry. But if he comes h:,1mes
three hours late, she is so glad that he is home safe
again that she usually forgets to be mad at him. It is
part of~Karl 's bad side that he makes the most of this
knowledge.
It is now your assignment to describe the bad side
of 1 ittle Karl more fully, for the bad side is more
interesting than the good one. You have a map on ~hich
you can see Karl's homeward path. He nas several oppor
tunities for this or that 1 ittle adventure. Choose one or
more of these opportunities and describe Karl's adventure
as he might tell it to his mother upon arriving home.
The second of Miss Gamba's examples involves middle-sized group role
playing and deals with the solving of a murder mystery.

The students see

a drawing of the murder scene and are provided with the following infor
mation in German:
The Situation: Four guests ar~ spending the weekend at Mr. Leich's
estate. During the evening Mr. Leich goes into his den, ask
ing that he not be disturbed because he has something important
to do. The next morning the butler finds Mr. Leich dead on the
floor, with a knife in his back. Mr. Kuhn searches the room
and finds several things there. He talks with the other guests
and then calls the inspector and explains to him who the
murderer was, what the motives were, and how Mr. Leich was
murdered •
The Characters:

\)
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Mr. Leich- a distinguished soldier who
suddenly became extremely rich.
!Isadora Tuttl-Fruti - a Spanish ballet
dancer 1-1i th ~ shady past.
Siegfried Kchn- a private detective and
a good friend of Mr. Leich. Leich had
told him that he had something important
to discuss with him.

-8
Heinrich Flatter - a young playboy from
a good family who had financial reverses.
The Butler (or Maid)
Cbief Inspector Plattfuss - the pol ice
investigator.
Kurt Kleinl ich - an old pedantic friend of
Leich who served with him in India.
Havin~

read the above information students may re-enact the murder

scene, have Mr. K••h;, conduct an investigation by directing his questions
to the various characters, or write a brief narrative or dialog describing
the murder.
Anyone interested in receiving copies of these items should write to
Lorraine A. Strasheim, 317A Memorial West, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana 47401.

Please specify that you want either the English or German

version of Terri Gamba 1 s Murder Mystery or Little Karl •s Trip Home.
During the past two years, Elkins, Kalivoda and Morain of the Univer
s i ty of Georgia have provided us with sorre very useful c )ass room techniques
for promoting student participation.

1':'1 the May 1971

(Vol. 4, No.4)

of Foreign Language Annals, we read abol1t "The Audio-Motor Unit:

issue

A Listen

ing Comprehension Strategy That Works," and in the October 1972 (Vol. 6,
No. 1) issue of the same journal we saw a cultural adaptation of the audiomotor unit in an article entitled "Teaching Culture Through the Audio-Motor
Unit."

If you have not read these twc articles, I recommend them highly to

you.
These same authors have recently pub! ished a third article which
would 1 ike to discuss at some length because it demands participation in
all four language skills of every ind ividuc:l
entitled "Fusion of the Four Skills:

involved.

The article is

A Technique for Facilitating CorTYlluni

cative Exchange" and it appeared in the Nc.vember 1972 (Vol. LVI, No. 7) Issue
of the Modern Lan_g_y_g__qe Journal.
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Elkins, Kalivoda and

~1orain:

Structure
I.

The teacher divides the class into groups of six students.
Each group represents a miniature communications network.

2.

Each group immediately divides into two sub-groups compose~
of three students each. One sub-group is made up of Students
One, Two, and Three; the other sub-group includes Students
Four, Five, and Slx. The task of each suo-group involves
communication within its own triad as well as across sub-group
boundaries to members of the other triad. (Figure I)

(

)

A GROUP
Figure 1
Procedure

0
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1.

The teacher gives the lead student in each sub-group
(Student One and Student Four) a printed text. Student
One receives Story A. Student Four receives Story B.
The content of each is totally different, but the length
and difficulty are equivalent.

2.

The lead students read the stories silently. (3 minutes)

3.

Student One te11s Story A in his own words to the members
of his sub-group. Student Four tells Story B to his sub
group. (4 minutes)

4.

The two students in each sue- group who have 1is tened to
the story write it down in summary form. The lead stu
dents may answer questions to clarify. The students
then exchange their written forms with the two students
in the other sub-group. (5 minutes)

5.

Students Two rtnd Three now read the two versions of Story
B which were passed to them. Students Five and Six read
the two versions of Story A \'lhich they received. (4 minutes)

-IG

6.

Students Two anti Three cooperate ·..:o tell Story B to
Student One.· Student~ Five and Six cooperate to tell
Story A to Stude11t four.
(4 rr.1nutes)

1.

The two leaders each paraphrase the story in writing.
(4 minutes)

8.

Student One exchanges his written version of Story B
for Student Four s written version of Story A.

9.

Students One and Four read aloud the versions they
have received and each sub-group decides if the new
version approximates the original form.
(5 minutes)

10.

All sjx mernbers of the group share in discussing the
successes a~d failures of the communicati;ns V8nture.
(5 mlnutes)

The final suggestion I would 1 ike to discuss is entitled the
natir.g experience. 11

'~ulmi

This activity is applicable to all levels of foreign

language teaching and can be correiated to any methodolo9ical approach.
Its only pre-requisites are a modicum of creativity on the part of the
teacher and a willingness to abandon the textbook for a 1 imlted amount of
time.

The

cuiminating experience 11 is the final activity of any unit of

11

learning, an'd actually serves as a te-;t of what has been learned in the
classroom.

Below is a I ist of activities which could serve as

11

culminating

experiences" to many of the units covered in a foreign language class:
.!1a ter i a 1 Covered

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

greetings
travel expressions
foods
c 1oth i ng
home furnishings
rna gaz i ne ads
occupations

Culmina t i ng_!"x_per i en<...~
rea I or simulated meetings
real or simulated trip
market experience
style show
model home show
sales pitch
career hourS

4

Elkins, Robert J., Theodore B. Kalivoda and Genelle Morain, "Fusion
of the Four Skills: A Technique for Facilitating Conmunicative Exchange. 11
The Modern Language Journal, Vol. LVI, No.7, (November 1972), p. 427.
5Lafayette, Robert C., 11Diversification: The Key to Student-Centered
Programs. 11 The Mod ern Language Jou rna I , Vol , LVI, No.6, (October 1972),
p. 353.
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A brief perusal of some of the popular beginning and intermediate
French, German and Spanish texts on the market clearly shows that the
above culminating experiences plus many others could easily be correlated
to various chapters in these texts.

Sample chapter titles include "A

Choice of Profession," "On the Road," "Vacation Plans,•• "Sports and Recre
ation,

11

"Our Car is Broken Down," "The Picnic," "The Party," "Having Lunch,"

and countles5 more.

The key to the "culminating experience" is that these

activities are taken from the

~ook

and transferred to the student in
' J~:

simulated or real 1 ife situatio ;\!
time and less material covered.

,Ju t

doubt this will rnean additional class

in the end it may be what convinces

students that foreign languages ar·c indeed more than 1vhat is found in a
textbook.

Almon

c.

Hoye reinforces th=! i• )JOrtanc::e ::!' S1.1<:h activities when

he says:
11

A student can be trained to repe.at patH''rns, p hrases and
words in a foreign language. He can be taught ~he structure and
form of a language. But unless it all has pe r sonal meaning to
him, he will not learn. Personal meaning is ur.ique to each
individual and is made up of involvement, experience, reflection,
and discovery of the unknown. Personal meaning encourages learning
that is intuitive, creativeJ flexib 'i e; it involves one in Inquiry,
activity , se 1f- eva 1ua t ion . 11 b
In conclusion, let us face the fact that all of us are competent and
professionally trained teachers.

Not all of us may be creative individuals

in the primary sense of the word, but, nevertheless, all of us have the
training, ability, and potential

to establish a classroom atmosphere where

students have countless opportunities to engage in creative and meaningful
corrrnunication.

And in the end, that is all that matters.

6 Hoye, Almon G., "Flexibility--From Folly to Promise" in Foreign
Langua~ ~~~Apprenticeship i£r Living, edi~ed by Lorraine A.
Strasheim (Bloomington, Indiana:
Indiana Language Program, 1971). p. 33.
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